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Border Land, Border Water
Law of the Sea, From Grotius to the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea: Liber Amicorum Judge
Hugo Caminos honors the accomplished career path of a distinguished scholar, professor, diplomat and
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judge in the global field of the Law of the Sea.

Ditch in Time
This text traces the history of the civil rights movement in the years following World War II, to the present
day. Issues discussed the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Voting Rights of 1965, and the Northern Ireland
ghetto's.

Concrete Revolution
Exploring the little-known history behind the legal doctrine of prior appropriation--"first in time is first in
right"--used to apportion water resources in the western United States, this book focuses on the important
case of Wyoming v. Colorado(1922). U.S. Supreme Court Associate Justice Willis Van Devanter, a former
Chief Justice of Wyoming, ruled in that state's favor, finding that prior appropriation applied across state
lines--a controversial opinion influenced by cronyism. The dicta in the case, that the U.S. Government has
no interest in state water allocation law, drove the balkanization of interstate water systems and resulted in the
Colorado River Interstate Compact between Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada
and California. The exhaustive research that has gone into this book has uncovered the secret that Associate
Justice Van Devanter had waited eleven years to publish his opinion in this important, but politically selfserving, case, at last finding a moment when his senior colleagues were sufficiently absent or incapacitated to
either concur or dissent. Without the knowledge of his "brethren," save his "loyal friend" Taft, and without
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recusal, Van Devanter unilaterally delivered his sole opinion to the Clerk for publication on the last day of
the Supreme Court's October 1921 Term.

Environmental and Health Issues in Unconventional Oil and Gas Development
Tracing the origins and growth of the Denver Water Department, this study of water and its unique role and
history in the West, as well as in the nation, raises questions about the complex relationship among cities,
suburbs, and rural areas, allowing us to consider this precious resource and its past, present, and future with
both optimism and realism.

Strange Harvests
Throughout American history, ingestion (eating) has functioned as a metaphor for interpreting and
imagining this society and its political systems. Discussions of American freedom itself are pervaded with
ingestive metaphors of choice (what to put in) and control (what to keep out). From the country’s
founders to the abolitionists to the social activists of today, those seeking to form and reform American
society have cast their social-change goals in ingestive terms of choice and control. But they have realized
their metaphors in concrete terms as well, purveying specific advice to the public about what to eat or not.
These conversations about “social change as eating” reflect American ideals of freedom, purity, and virtue.
Drawing on social and political history as well as the history of science and popular culture, Dangerous
Digestion examines how American ideas about dietary reform mirror broader thinking about social reform.
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Inspired by new scientific studies of the human body as a metabiome—a collaboration of species rather than
an isolated, intact, protected, and bounded individual—E. Melanie DuPuis invokes a new
metaphor—digestion—to reimagine the American body politic, opening social transformations to ideas of
mixing, fermentation, and collaboration. In doing so, the author explores how social activists can rethink
politics as inclusive processes that involve the inherently risky mixing of cultures, standpoints, and ideas.

Moral Authority
Drinking Water
From the boundary surveys of the 1850s to the ever-expanding fences and highway networks of the twentyfirst century, Border Land, Border Water examines the history of the construction projects that have shaped
the region where the United States and Mexico meet. Tracing the accretion of ports of entry, boundary
markers, transportation networks, fences and barriers, surveillance infrastructure, and dams and other river
engineering projects, C. J. Alvarez advances a broad chronological narrative that captures the full life cycle of
border building. He explains how initial groundbreaking in the nineteenth century transitioned to unbridled
faith in the capacity to control the movement of people, goods, and water through the use of physical
structures. By the 1960s, however, the built environment of the border began to display increasingly obvious
systemic flaws. More often than not, Alvarez shows, federal agencies in both countries responded with more
construction—“compensatory building” designed to mitigate unsustainable policies relating to
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immigration, black markets, and the natural world. Border Land, Border Water reframes our understanding
of how the border has come to look and function as it does and is essential to current debates about the
future of the US-Mexico divide.

Shopping for Water
All over the tri-state area, something strange is happening. Teenagers who die aren't staying dead. They are
coming back to life, but they come back different - they stutter and their reactions to everything are slower.
Termed 'living impaired' or 'differently biotic', there are lots of conspiracy theories to explain this new
phenomenon. But as their numbers keep on growing, so does the discomfort of the living people in the
community. When Phoebe falls for Tommy Williams, her best friend and star of the football team, Adam,
has conflicting emotions. And when Tommy decides to try out for the football team, it sets off a chain of
events that escalates into deadly violence.

House on Endless Waters
At the Precipice explores the question many of us have asked ourselves: What kind of world are we leaving to
our children? The realities of climate change consume the media and keep us up at night worrying about the
future. But in New Mexico and the larger Southwest, climate change has been silently wreaking havoc:
average temperatures in the Upper Rio Grande Basin are increasing at double the global average, super fires
like Las Conchas have devastated mountains, and sections of the Rio Grande are drying up. Laura Paskus has
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tracked the issues of climate change at both the state and federal levels. She shares the frightening truth, both
in terms of what is happening in nature and what is not happening to counteract the mounting crisis. She
writes, “I wonder about the coming world. Which trees will grow, which birds will have survived. . . . The
door to that new world has opened. And there’s no going back.” And yet our future is not yet
determined—or is it?

Unsettled
Strawberries are big business in California. They are the sixth‐highest‐grossing crop in the state, which
produces 88 percent of the nation’s favorite berry. Yet the industry is often criticized for its backbreaking
labor conditions and dependence on highly toxic soil fumigants used to control fungal pathogens and other
soilborne pests. In Wilted, Julie Guthman tells the story of how the strawberry industry came to rely on soil
fumigants, and how that reliance reverberated throughout the rest of the fruit’s production system. The
particular conditions of plants, soils, chemicals, climate, and laboring bodies that once made strawberry
production so lucrative in the Golden State have now changed and become a set of related threats that
jeopardize the future of the industry.

Generation Dead
From beer labels to literary classics like A River Runs Through It, trout fishing is a beloved feature of the
iconography of the American West. But as Jen Brown demonstrates in Trout Culture: How Fly Fishing
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Forever Changed the Rocky Mountain West, the popular conception of Rocky Mountain trout fishing as a
quintessential experience of communion with nature belies the sport’s long history of environmental
manipulation, engineering, and, ultimately, transformation. A fly-fishing enthusiast herself, Brown places the
rise of recreational trout fishing in a local and global context. Globally, she shows how the European sport of
fly-fishing came to be a defining, tourist-attracting feature of the expanding 19th-century American West.
Locally, she traces the way that the burgeoning fly-fishing tourist industry shaped the environmental,
economic, and social development of the Western United States: introducing and stocking favored fish
species, eradicating the less favored native “trash fish,” changing the courses of waterways, and leading to
conflicts with Native Americans’ fishing and territorial rights. Through this analysis, Brown demonstrates
that the majestic trout streams often considered a timeless feature of the American West are in fact the
product of countless human interventions adding up to a profound manipulation of the Rocky Mountain
environment. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKMwEkKj9jg

Law of the Sea, From Grotius to the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea
An Introduction to Human-Environment Geography
Water is the source of life, the sustenance for living, the resource needed for mfg., mining, ag.; the element
required to grow our lawns, to water our landscaping, to shower us with refreshment; it is the place where we
play; it provides the snow for our winter recreation, and it provides the habitat for our wildlife. Water in
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Amer. society is more than a physical entity; its symbolic values and non-instrumental uses are growing in
significance. This book is about the issues associated with these symbolic values and uses of water: the
challenges they present -- in our language, in our allocation mechanisms, in our commun. -- the conflicts
raised; and the potential for resolving the difficult, contentious and complex issues concerning the use of
water for various purposes.

Rivers in International Law
"In this study of the Rio Sonora region of northern Mexico, where ranchers own anywhere from several
hundred to tens of thousands of acres, Eric Perramond evaluates management techniques, labor
expenditures, gender roles, and decision making on private ranches of varying size. By examining the
economic and ecological dimensions of daily decisions made on and off the ranch, he shows that, contrary to
prevailing notions, ranchers rarely collude as a class unless land titles are at issue and that their decision
making is as varied as the landscapes they oversee." "Through first-hand observation, field measurements,
and intimate ethnographies, Perramond sheds light on a complex set of decisions made, avoided, and
confronted by these land managers and their families. In particular he shows that ranching has endured
because of its extended kinship network, its reliance on all household members, and its close ties to local
politics." "Perramond follows ranchers caught between debt, --

Water and People
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In the main a translation of Die Rechtsquellen des internationalen Wassernutzungsrechts.

Political Ecologies of Cattle Ranching in Northern Mexico
A saga chronicling 50 years of triumph and tragedy, "Unsettled" first appeared as a newspaper series on the
front page of the Portland Press Herald and Maine Sunday Telegram in the summer of 2014. The story –
which unfolded for 29 straight days and concluded with an epilogue a week later – traces the recent history
of Maine’s Passamaquoddy people and explains how past events continue to affect their lives today.
Reporter Colin Woodard spent more than a year researching "Unsettled," logging thousands of miles and
more than 250 hours of interviews with 70 sources, including past governors of Maine and the reservations.
The result is a story that shocked many in Maine.

Other Natures
Thomas Lynch was once a brilliant young art historian. Now he is a disgraced, middle-aged art historian,
overly fond of the bottle and of his fresh young students. But everything will change now that he's on the trail
of a lost masterpiece, a legendary Madonna by the Italian master Giovanni Bellini. Insinuating himself into
the crumbling English manor house where the painting may be concealed, Lynch attempts to gull the
eccentric and perversely beautiful women who live there—though he himself seems to be the pawn in this
elaborate game. A Victorian diary that draws Robert Browning into the painting's complicated provenance
might provide the key—if only Lynch can manage to beat his hosts in the search. In the end, it will be Lynch's
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own vulnerable heart that betrays the betrayer. Interlaced with complex clues and hidden jokes, The Bellini
Madonna reels from the lush English countryside to the sternly lovely hill towns of the Veneto, from the
fifteenth century to the twenty-first. It is a spectacularly original debut.

Unsettled Waters
The aim of this book is to document for the first time the dimensions and requirements of effective integrated
groundwater management (IGM). Groundwater management is a formidable challenge, one that remains
one of humanity’s foremost priorities. It has become a largely non-renewable resource that is overexploited
in many parts of the world. In the 21st century, the issue moves from how to simply obtain the water we need
to how we manage it sustainably for future generations, future economies, and future ecosystems. The focus
then becomes one of understanding the drivers and current state of the groundwater resource, and restoring
equilibrium to at-risk aquifers. Many interrelated dimensions, however, come to bear when trying to manage
groundwater effectively. An integrated approach to groundwater necessarily involves many factors beyond
the aquifer itself, such as surface water, water use, water quality, and ecohydrology. Moreover, the science by
itself can only define the fundamental bounds of what is possible; effective IGM must also engage the wider
community of stakeholders to develop and support policy and other socioeconomic tools needed to realize
effective IGM. In order to demonstrate IGM, this book covers theory and principles, embracing: 1) an
overview of the dimensions and requirements of groundwater management from an international
perspective; 2) the scale of groundwater issues internationally and its links with other sectors, principally
energy and climate change; 3) groundwater governance with regard to principles, instruments and
institutions available for IGM; 4) biophysical constraints and the capacity and role of hydroecological and
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hydrogeological science including water quality concerns; and 5) necessary tools including models, data
infrastructures, decision support systems and the management of uncertainty. Examples of effective, and
failed, IGM are given. Throughout, the importance of the socioeconomic context that connects all effective
IGM is emphasized. Taken as a whole, this work relates the many facets of effective IGM, from the catchment
to global perspective.

Pueblo Sovereignty
The American West has a long tradition of conflict over water. But after fifteen years of drought across the
region, it is no longer simply conflict: it is crisis. In the face of unprecedented declines in reservoir storage and
groundwater reserves throughout the West, Shopping for Water focuses on a set of policies that could
contribute to a lasting solution: using market forces to facilitate the movemof water resources and to mitigate
the risk of water shortages. Shopping for Water begins by reviewing key dimensions of this problem: the
challenges of population and economic growth, the environmental stresses from overuse of common water
resources, the risk of increasing water-supply volatility, and the historical disjunction that has developed
between and among rural and urban water users regarding the amount we consume and the price we pay for
water. The authors then turn to five proposals to encourage the broader establishmand use of market
institutions to encourage reallocation of water resources and to provide new tools for risk mitigation. Each of
the five proposals offers a means of building resilience into our water managemsystems.

Water Rights in the Western States
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In the American West, water adjudication lawsuits are adversarial, expensive, and lengthy. Unsettled Waters
is the first detailed study of water adjudications in New Mexico. The state envisioned adjudication as a
straightforward accounting of water rights as private property. However, adjudication resurfaced tensions
and created conflicts among water sovereigns at multiple scales. Based on more than ten years of fieldwork,
this book tells a fascinating story of resistance involving communal water cultures, Native rights and cleaved
identities, clashing experts, and unintended outcomes. Whether the state can alter adjudications to meet the
water demands in the twenty-first century will have serious consequences.

Trout Culture
Western Water Rights and the U.S. Supreme Court
Lessons in Censorship
At publication date, a free ebook version of this title will be available through Luminos, University of
California Press’s Open Access publishing program. Visit www.luminosoa.org to learn more. This exciting
volume presents the work and research of the Rivers of the Anthropocene Network, an international
collaborative group of scientists, social scientists, humanists, artists, policy makers, and community
organizers working to produce innovative transdisciplinary research on global freshwater systems. In an
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attempt to bridge disciplinary divides, the essays in this volume address the challenge in studying the
intersection of biophysical and human sociocultural systems in the age of the Anthropocene, a new
geological epoch of humans' own making. Featuring contributions from authors in a rich diversity of
disciplines—from toxicology to archaeology to philosophy—this book is an excellent resource for students
and scholars studying both freshwater systems and the Anthropocene.

Integrated Groundwater Management
"Ancient Greek ethnographies-Greek descriptions of other peoples-provide unique resources for
understanding ancient Greek environmental thought and assumptions and anxieties about how humans
relate to the rest of nature. In Other Natures, Clara Bosak-Schroeder persuasively demonstrates how nonGreek communities affect and are in turn deeply affected by their local animals, plants, climate, and
landscape. By exploring the works of seminal authors such as Herodotus and Diodorus Siculus, she shows
how they used ethnography to explore, question, and challenge how Greeks themselves ate, procreated,
nurtured, collaborated, accumulated, and consumed. In so doing, she recuperates an important strain of
ancient thought that is directly relevant to vital questions and ideas being posed today by the environmental
humanities-that human life and well-being are inextricable from the life and well-being of the nonhuman
world. By turning to ancient ethnographies, we can uncover important models for confronting
environmental crisis"--

Indian Water Policy
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Over five centuries of foreign rule—by Spain, Mexico, and the United States—Native American pueblos
have confronted attacks on their sovereignty and encroachments on their land and water rights. How five
New Mexico and Texas pueblos did this, in some cases multiple times, forms the history of cultural resilience
and tenacity chronicled in Pueblo Sovereignty by two of New Mexico’s most distinguished legal historians,
Malcolm Ebright and Rick Hendricks. Extending their award-winning work Four Square Leagues, Ebright
and Hendricks focus here on four New Mexico Pueblo Indian communities—Pojoaque, Nambe, Tesuque,
and Isleta—and one now in Texas, Ysleta del Sur. The authors trace the complex tangle of conflicting
jurisdictions and laws these pueblos faced when defending their extremely limited land and water resources.
The communities often met such challenges in court and, sometimes, as in the case of Tesuque Pueblo in
1922, took matters into their own hands. Ebright and Hendricks describe how—at times aided by appointed
Spanish officials, private lawyers, priests, and Indian agents—each pueblo resisted various non-Indian,
institutional, and legal pressures; and how each suffered defeat in the Court of Private Land Claims and the
Pueblo Lands Board, only to assert its sovereignty again and again. Although some of these defenses led to
stunning victories, all five pueblos experienced serious population declines. Some were even temporarily
abandoned. That all have subsequently seen a return to their traditions and ceremonies, and ultimately have
survived and thrived, is a testimony to their resilience. Their stories, documented here in extraordinary detail,
are critical to a complete understanding of the history of the Pueblos and of the American Southwest.

Wilted
An anthropological analysis of the Jewish people and faith draws on archaeological findings, census data,
religious texts, literature, and oral history to demonstrate how Jewish factors shaped the world and how the
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ongoing diaspora led to the rise of Jewish literacy, education, trade, and influence. 25,000 first printing.

The Night Watch
An original and magical map of our world and its riches, formed of the stories of the small-scale harvests of
seven natural objects In this beguiling book, Edward Posnett journeys to some of the most far-flung locales
on the planet to bring us seven wonders of the natural world--eiderdown, edible birds' nests, civet coffee, sea
silk, vicu a fiber, vegetable ivory, and guano--that promise ways of using nature without damaging it. To
the rest of the world these materials are mere commodities, but to their harvesters they are imbued with myth,
tradition, folklore, and ritual, and form part of a shared identity and history. Strange Harvests follows the
journeys of these uncommon products from some of the most remote areas of the world to its most
populated urban centers, drawing on the voices of the people and little-known communities who harvest,
process, and trade them. Blending history, travel writing, and interviews, Posnett sets these human stories
against our changing economic and ecological landscape. What do they tell us about capitalism, global
market forces, and overharvesting? How do local microeconomies survive in a hyperconnected world? Is it
possible for us to live together with different species? Strange Harvests makes us see the world with wonder,
curiosity, and new concern.

A Treatise on the Law of Irrigation and Water Rights and the Arid Region Doctrine of
Appropriation of Waters as the Same is in Force in the States of the Arid and Semi-arid
Regions of the United States
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Over the centuries eiderdown has been coveted by the Vikings, Russian tsars and medieval tax collectors who
accepted it as revenue. The plumage of a fat sea duck, eiderdown – treasured for its extraordinary lightness
and insulation – now joins cocaine as an instrument of globalisation and commodity of the super-rich. In
this revelatory essay, Edward Posnett travels to the Westfjords region of Iceland to explore the fragile
relationship between Icelanders and the duck. Eiderdown harvesting began with the arrival of Norse settlers
in the 9th century, and it is now stuffed into pillows, duvets and clothing which sell for thousands of pounds
in Japan, China, Germany and Russia. What might at first appear an idyllic pastime becomes a story of
compromise and exploitation. Posnett’s finely spun prose and his fascinating encounters open up this
seldom seen trade, one which hangs in the balance.

The Second Reconstruction
When we turn on the tap or twist open a tall plastic bottle, we probably don’t give a second thought about
where our drinking water comes from. But how it gets from the ground to the glass is far more convoluted
than we might think.In this revised edition of Drinking Water, Duke University professor and environmental
policy expert James Salzman shows how drinking water highlights the most pressing issues of our time. He
adds eye-opening, contemporary examples about our relationship to and consumption of water, and a new
chapter about the atrocities that occurred in Flint, Michigan. Provocative, insightful, and engaging, Drinking
Water shows just how complex a simple glass of water can be.

At the Precipice
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“Elon powerfully evokes the obscurity of the past and its hold on the present as we stumble through
revelation after revelation with Yoel. As we accompany him on his journey…we share in his loss, surprise,
and grief, right up to the novel’s shocking conclusion.” —The New York Times Book Review In the
tradition of The Invisible Bridge and The Weight of Ink, “a vibrant, page-turning family mystery”
(Jennifer Cody Epstein, author of Wunderland) about a writer who discovers the truth about his mother’s
wartime years in Amsterdam, unearthing a shocking secret that becomes the subject of his magnum opus.
Renowned author Yoel Blum reluctantly agrees to visit his birthplace of Amsterdam to promote his books,
despite promising his late mother that he would never return to that city. While touring the Jewish Historical
Museum with his wife, Yoel stumbles upon footage portraying prewar Dutch Jewry and is astonished to see
the youthful face of his beloved mother staring back at him, posing with his father, his older sister…and an
infant he doesn’t recognize. This unsettling discovery launches him into a fervent search for the truth,
shining a light on Amsterdam’s dark wartime history—the underground networks that hid Jewish children
away from danger and those who betrayed their own for the sake of survival. The deeper into the past Yoel
digs up, the better he understands his mother’s silence, and the more urgent the question that has
unconsciously haunted him for a lifetime—Who am I?—becomes. Part family mystery, part wartime drama,
House on Endless Waters is “a rewarding meditation on survival” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review) and a
“deeply immersive achievement that brings to life stories that must never be forgotten” (USA TODAY).

The Bellini Madonna
This introductory level text explores various theoreticalapproaches to human-environment geography,
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demonstrating how localdynamics and global processes influence how we interact with ourenvironments.
Introduces students to fundamental concepts in environmentalgeography and science Explores the core
theoretical traditions within the field,along with major thematic issues such as population, food
andagriculture, and water resources Offers an engaging and unique view of the spatial relationshipsbetween
humans and their environment across geographical locationsaround the world Includes a variety of realworld policy questions andemphasizes geography’s strong tradition of field work byfeaturing prominent
nature-society geographers in guest fieldnotes

Unsettled
"To fully understand this river and its past, one must examine many separate pieces of history scattered
throughout two nations--seven states within the United States and two within Mexico--and sort through a
large amount of scientific data. One needs to be part hydrologist, geologist, economist, sociologist,
anthropologist, and historian to fully understand the entire story. Despite this river's narrow size and meager
flow, its tale is very large indeed." -From the conclusion The Colorado River is a vital resource to urban and
agricultural communities across the Southwest, providing water to 30 million people. Contested Waters tells
the river's story-a story of conquest, control, division, and depletion. Beginning in prehistory and continuing
into the present day, Contested Waters focuses on three important and often overlooked aspects of the
river's use: the role of western water law in its over-allocation, the complexity of power relationships
surrounding the river, and the concept of sustainable use and how it has been either ignored or applied in
recent times. It is organized in two parts, the first addresses the chronological history of the river and longterm issues, while the second examines in more detail four specific topics: metropolitan perceptions,
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American Indian water rights, US-Mexico relations over the river, and water marketing issues. Creating a
complete picture of the evolution of this crucial yet over-utilized resource, this comprehensive summary will
fascinate anyone interested in the Colorado River or the environmental history of the Southwest.

The Law of Nations
Rivers of the Anthropocene
A classic resource in the modern study of the anthropology of law, this book is now widely available again in
an updated and expanded edition. There are many societies that survive in a remarkably orderly fashion
without the help of judges, law courts and policemen. They are small in scale and have relatively simple
technologies, lacking those centralized agencies which we associate with legal systems; yet early
anthropologists did not hesitate to name “law,” along with kinship, politics and religion, as one of the
facets of their subject. Simon Roberts contends, however, that legal theory has become too closely identified
with our own arrangements in western societies to be of much help in cross-cultural studies of order. But
conversely, by looking at the ways in which other societies keep order and solve disputes, he sheds valuable
light on the contemporary debates about order in our own society, in a straightforward text which will be
accessible to the general reader and anthropologist alike. Now in its Second Edition with a new Foreword
and Afterword by the author, this renowned introduction to the anthropology of law is part of the Classics of
Law & Society Series from Quid Pro Books.
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Historic Waters and Historic Rights in the Law of the Sea
Water may seem innocuous, but as a universal necessity, it inevitably intersects with politics when it comes to
acquisition, control, and associated technologies. While we know a great deal about the socioecological costs
and benefits of modern dams, we know far less about their political origins and ramifications. In Concrete
Revolution, Christopher Sneddon offers a corrective: a compelling historical account of the US Bureau of
Reclamation’s contributions to dam technology, Cold War politics, and the social and environmental
adversity perpetuated by the US government in its pursuit of economic growth and geopolitical power.
Founded in 1902, the Bureau became enmeshed in the US State Department’s push for geopolitical power
following World War II, a response to the Soviet Union’s increasing global sway. By offering technical and
water resource management advice to the world’s underdeveloped regions, the Bureau found that it could
not only provide them with economic assistance and the United States with investment opportunities, but
also forge alliances and shore up a country’s global standing in the face of burgeoning communist
influence. Drawing on a number of international case studies—from the Bureau’s early forays into overseas
development and the launch of its Foreign Activities Office in 1950 to the Blue Nile investigation in
Ethiopia—Concrete Revolution offers insights into this historic damming boom, with vital implications for
the present. If, Sneddon argues, we can understand dams as both technical and political objects rather than
instruments of impartial science, we can better participate in current debates about large dams and river basin
planning.

Contested Waters
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Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness are prescribed ideals in America of 2050. The Moral Authority, the
nation's newest branch of government, has virtually eliminated crime, poverty, and most social ills, but it also
rules the land with a tyrannical fist, championing ignorance and brandishing fear. Mark Bryan is a gay man
whose existence brands him an outlaw; Isaac Montoya is a charming stranger, who entices Mark to defy
moral law; and Samuel Pleasant runs the Moral Authority and plans to punish moral offenders and a
rebellious uprising-no matter the cost. Will liberty and justice return for all?

Order and Dispute
Environmental and Health Issues in Unconventional Oil and Gas Development offers a series of
authoritative perspectives from varied viewpoints on key issues relevant in the use of directional drilling and
hydraulic fracturing, providing a timely presentation of requisite information on the implications of these
technologies for those connected to unconventional oil and shale gas development. Utilizing expertise from a
range of contributors in academia, non-governmental organizations, and the oil and gas industry,
Environmental and Health Issues in Unconventional Oil and Gas Development is an essential resource for
academics and professionals in the oil and gas, environmental, and health and safety industries as well as for
policy makers. Offers a multi-disciplinary appreciation of the environmental and health issues related to
unconventional oil and shale gas development Serves as a collective resource for academics and professionals
in the oil and gas, environmental, health, and safety industries, as well as environmental scientists and
policymakers Features a diverse and expert group of chapter authors from academia, non-governmental
organizations, governmental agencies, and the oil and gas industry
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Dangerous Digestion
American public schools censor controversial student speech that the Constitution protects. Catherine Ross
brings clarity to court rulings that define speech rights of young citizens and proposes ways to protect free
expression, arguing that the failure of schools to respect civil liberties betrays their educational mission and
threatens democracy.

The Official Ohio Lands Book
This new edition discusses the important clarifications on historic maritime claims-- particularly 'historic
rights' (falling short of sovereignty); and the interaction of such rights with the Law of the Sea Convention
resulting from the arbitral Award on the Merits of 2016 in Philippines v. China, and examines what is now left
of the former customary law doctrine.

Eiderdown
I thought everything would change, after the war. And now, no one even mentions it. It is as if we all got
together in private and said whatever you do don't mention that, like it never happened. It's the late 1940s.
Calm has returned to London and five people are recovering from the chaos of war. In scenes set in a quiet
dating agency, a bombed-out church and a prison cell, the stories of these five lives begin to intertwine and
we uncover the desire and regret that has bound them together. Sarah Waters's story of illicit love and
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everyday heroism takes us from a dazed and shattered post-war Britain back into the heart of the Blitz,
towards the secrets that are hidden there. Olivier-nominated playwright Hattie Naylor has created a thrilling
and theatrically inventive adaptation of a great modern novel. The stage adaptation of The Night Watch was
premiered at the Royal Exchange Theatre, Manchester, on 16 May 2016.
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